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ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the problem of designing 
control procedures which are needed when intro
ducing new services in signalling networks. 
Performance evaluation methods are required in 
order to ana1yze congestion control effects on 
the network, and to adapt flow control procedures 
to the network operating conditions. The exact 
solution of a congestion control procedure model 
enab1 es us to develop a fast simu1 ati on method. 
Simu1ations are carried out on a representative 
tes tbed network wi th different traffi c hypothe
ses. Ana 1ys i s ·of resu1 ts shows the adequacy of 
the congestion control procedure, and highlights 
how flow control is involved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of te1 ecollllluni cation networks 
towards an Integrated Services Digital Network 
( ISDN) for circuit and packet switched networks, 
implies the use of a signalling network able to 
connect the swi tchi ng exchanges, and a1 so data 
bases, Operati on and Mai ntenance (O&M) centres, 
gateway nodes and other speci a 1 i zed nodes. 
Signalling networks must provide all the basic 
call or connection control procedures, but may 
a1 so all ow the transfer of informati on between 
different nodes, and even may be used to fully 
support some 1 ow-bandwi dth consumi ng new servi
ces. Then a wide range of communications should 
share the same network, whi l e different grades of 
service are required. 
This paper deals with the problem of designing 
control procedures for such networks, which must 
cater wi th di fferent servi ce performance requi
rements, and where the traffic characteristics 
evolve with the addition of new functions and 
services. 

Signalling network s were mainly designed to carry 
signalling and control information for telephone 
networks, and then to prov; de very hi gh perfor
mances (short transfer del ay, no loss of messa
ges, hi gh ava i1 abi 1 ity) • Therefore the topology 
and the dimensioning of the network as well as a 
full set of fai 1 ure recovery procedures (change
over, rerouting, .•• ) have been defined in order 
to ensure the securi ty whi ch meets the grade of 
service requirements in a large number of link or 
node failure cases [1]. This results in a hierar
chical network with several possible routes for 
each origin-destination flow, and with a very low 
utilization rate of the links (digital 64 kbits/s 

channels) for basic signalling traffic. But as 
every failure and overload configuration cannot 
be taken into account when dimensioning the net
work, congestion control procedures are needed to 
alleviate possible overloads. On the other hand, 
preventive network access flow control mechanisms 
do not seem indispensable for the signalling 
traffic as it is naturally limited by the capa
city of the telephone network to enter and carry 
calls. 

As new traffic is added to the network, we must 
consider the statistical nature of the offered 
flows and the service requirements. For example, 
file transfer type appli.cations, which utilize a 
great part of the transmission resources during a 
long time period, imply a great variation of the 
load on network 1 inks. Then the potenti a 1 peak 
traffi c is much hi gher than the traff.i c rate one 
can sensibly use when planning the network. In 
this case, flow and access control mechanisms are 
obviously needed to prevent few users from satu
rating the network. However, even if a very short 
packet transfer delay is not needed, flowing a 
file transfer within a fixed maximum delay may be 
requi red. Then traffi c to be throttl ed shoul d be 
selected according to the grade of service 
constrai nts and to the congesti on state of the 
network. 
Control procedures at di fferent level s must coo
perate in a way which ensures the requiTed per
formance for each type of traffic, and achieves a 
good efficiency of the network. 

In a previ ous paper [2], a congesti on control 
procedure has been proposed and its consistency 
was shown. 
In thi s paper we focus on the congesti on i nfor
mation propagation towards the network access 
nodes. Different network access control mecha
nisms are then discussed according to the infor
mation available at these nodes. As the behaviour 
of control procedures is strongly dependent on 
the network topology and the offered traffic 
configurations, it is necessary to simulate these 
procedures on a representative network. Therefore 
we propose a fast simulation method which allows 
to deal with large networks. 

2. COMMON CHANNEL SIGN~LLING NETWORKS 

A common channel signalling network consists in a 
trans it network, composed of si gna 11 i ng transfer 
points (STP) fully interconnected, and in source 
and destination nodes, the signalling points (SP) 
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wh i ch are connected to two STP s. The set of SP s 
connected to the same pair of STPs is called a 
cluster. See Fig.l. 
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Figure I - Signalling Network Structure -

Signalling networks are structured in a Message
Transfer Part (MTP) which provi des the network 
layer functions, and User-Parts (UP) which are 
defined for each application. The upper level 
functions may be layered according to the OSI 
model, but it is not always required. The Tele
phone User Part (TUP) needs not be layered as the 
MTP has been conceived for the signalling appli
cation. For other applications a Signalling Con
necti on Control Part (SCCP) has been added to 
provide standard end-to-end services. This layer 
can be used for flow control, as it sets up the 
new transactions. See Fig.2. 
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Figure 2 - Signalling Network Architecture -

Message routing is performed by the MTP according 
to the routing label included in each message 
header. This label contains the origin and desti
nation nodes and a field called SLS, used to 
share the load on the links. The messages with 
the same desti nati on and SLS are routed on the 
same path. The MTP shou1 d then ensure message 
sequenci ng wi th a hi gh probabil i ty. The SLS is 
associated with the telephone circuit number in 
the basic signalling application. The SCCP pro
vides a mean to assign at each call a connection 
number or a SLS, for every application, and han
dles the routing of virtual circuits. Moreover 
the SCCP manages several classes of service, ran
gi ng from the datagram servi ce to more or less 
complete virtual circuit (VC) services (using the 
sequencing capability of the MTP). The basic VC's 
service is complemented with segmenting and re
assembling capabilities, message numbering, mis
sequencing control, window flow control and error 
recovery mechanisms. 

3. CO'NGESTION CONTROL 

Congestion control procedures are based on the 
observation of the load over the 1inksets and 
nodes of the network. In the fo 11 owi ng, conges
t ion problems are res tri cted to 1 ink congestion 
which are presumed to be much more frequent. 
Control mechani sms then detect overload and end 
of overload conditions according to the length of 
outgoing queues. As signalling networks are desi
gned to carry in the same manner all the messa
ges, priorities do not exist inside the network, ' 
and thus selective reject of messages is not 
allowed. A statistic on the messages queueing 
before a congested linkset would allow to realize 
a fair control by the detection of traffic flows 
involved in the congestion. But each 1inkset may 
carry thousands of flows, implying from over ten 
to a thousand sources and it was thought diffi
cult to manage. 
Different control methods have then been investi
gated : 

• The first ones are based on the regulation 
of flows routed over congested 1 inks. A method 
was proposed which utilizes the random selection 
and the analysis of one message among n. It con
sists then in sending a traffic restriction de
mand to the source node of each selected message, 
the recei pt of thi s demand tri ggeri ng an access 
restriction mechanism. 
The mai n drawback of thi s method is to transfer 
the solution of a network congestion problem to 
the network access level, and then to lead to 
traffic over-restrictions. 

• The second ones are based on the rerouting 
of flows over spare capacities available in the 
network. The sets of flows to be di verted (or 
eventua lly res tri cted) are predetermi ned accor
ding to traffic forecasts. The major drawback of 
this approach is its risks of unfair actions, as 
it acts on given flows whatever their part in 
congestion is. 
It is a method of this type that we have develo
ped, as it all ows to sol ve effi ci ent1y a lot of 
congestion cases in the network, without making 
use of access control mechanisms. 

The mai n features of the method that we propose 
are now briefly described; details may be found 
in [2]. 
When a congestion occurs the first actions aim at 
solving the problem locally. Diversions of selec
ted traffic flows are attempted over alternative 
routes. When not possible, a second action con
si sts in sendi ng a control message to adjacent 
nodes in order to divert these traffic flows up
stream. Last, origin nodes may initiate traffic 
restriction. 
This procedure acts like the one used in case of 
failure, but only on some selected flows. Con
gested routes are decreed "restri cted" for the 
chosen destinations and the traffic towards these 
desti nati on poi nts is rerouted over a1 ternati ve 
routes, as it woul d be when a route is "prohi bi
ted" due to a failure. If the alternative route 
is not available, a control message called Trans
fer-Restricted (TR) message, similar to the 
Transfer-Prohibited (TP) message, is sent up
stream but only to some selected nodes. This 
message indicates the signalling point which 
sends the message and the destination for which a 
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tra ffi c di vers ion is asked. When recoveri ng from 
congestion, or failure, Transfer-Allowed messages 
(TA) are sent to the alerted points. The selec
tion of the points which are either the destina
ti on for whi ch the routes are restricted, or the 
upstream nodes which receive a traffic diversion 
demand, allows to adapt to the congesti on deve
lopment the traffic to be diverted (or restricted 
at a source node if no route is available). The 
congestion control mechanism performs step by 
step, i ncreas i ng or decreasing the set of flows 
to act on. 

As the network is overdimensioned, traffic re
routings should increase the utilization rate of 
the network and, acti ng qui ckly, they decrease 
message loss. However they entail risks of mes
sage mi ssequenci ng and thus may affect the grade 
of service of the diverted traffic flows. Hence 
reroutings must be scarce. 

The criti ca 1 poi nt of such a procedure is the 
partitioning of flows which must allow a gradual 
action, so that the link load may fit in a chosen 
range of traffic. 
The flows must be aggregated in a limited number 
of sets with even nominal traffics. Then the di
version of a set of flows which is not involved 
in the congestioning will not create congestions 
on alternate routes, and the number of action 
steps is limited so that any overloaded set will 
be reached quickly. 

The mechani sms to detect congesti on are desi gned 
to absorb random traffic peaks and to react fast 
enough to avoi d message loss. They are based on 
threshold crossings and the observation of queue 
lengths after time periods. 

It was shown in [2] that parameters could be set 
to obtain a desired traffic range where risks of 
actions are negligible. 

4. NETWORK ACCESS fONTROL 

Flow control may associ ate mechani sms at diffe
rent layers, but common network access procedures 
must be designed to ensure the global functioning 
of the network and the grade of service requi red 
for each class of service offered to the user. 

Access control procedures are twofold: 
- they must make use of the receipt of congestion 
i nformati on to adapt the traffi c to the network 
state, 
- they shoul d prevent network overload by con
trolling the offered flows. 

Congestion Resorption Methods 

When rerouting attempts of originating flows have 
failed, a restriction demand is received in the 
access node. The control message only carries 
information on the destination difficult to reach 
due to network congestion, and the source must 
undertake the access restri cti on wi thout further 
knowledge. As each traffic is carried in the same 
way throughout the network, and as the grade of 
service requirements are different, traffic 
should be controlled at the source according to 
the application characteristics. 

Therefore traffi c is to be di vi ded into several 
priority classes. Two main classes can be consi
dered : 

- the higher priority class includes signal
ling messages and all urgent message-oriented 
traffics as alarms and control messages. 

- the other class contains all the other 
Operation and Maintenance, and data traffics. 

Inside these two main classes of priorities, it 
may be envi saged to di vi de each cl ass into sub
classes. On one hand it could be needed to reduce 
the amount of signalling and urgent messages 
traffic. The ' most logical way to restrict this 
traffic is to limit the access of new calls, i.e. 
the Telephone User Part must reject Initial Add
ress Messages (lAMs). On the other hand concer
ning less urgent O&M and data services, different 
priorities can be given according to the urgence 
of message delivery and the bandwidth of the 
application. Therefore the lowest priority will 
concern applications without short delay requi
rements, such as O&M file transfers, and some 
data transfers. 
A class of priority will then be assigned to each 
application type of traffic. The priorities 
should also be associated with the classes of 
service requested by the applications; the class 
of service information is included in the first 
message sent to set up the path for a connection 
(connecti on request). Specifi c requi rements may 
involve the upper levels of the application. 

One problem of flow control is how to re-esta
b 1 i sh the traffi c when congesti on has vani shed. 
Genera lly the traffi c whi ch was reduced needs to 
be transmitted on the network and will be offered 
anew at a different time. It must be avoi ded to 
produce agai n the same traffi c matri x offered to 
the same network. If not, the same process of 
congestion - restriction - restoring - congestion 
would occur. In order to avoid these oscillations 
several choices can be made : 

• One consists in waiting different delays 
(random or fixed per node) after the receipt of a 
Transfer-Allowed message before re-establishing 
traffic. 

• A simi 1 ar method may be based 'on the time 
delay between receipts of Transfer-Restricted and 
Transfer-Allowed messages (small delays between 
TR and TA receipts can suggest an oscillation 
cycle has started). The drawback is that a mecha
nism is needed at each origin signalling point, 
which activates timers and stores the last con
trol message per destination. 

• Another solution is that the SCCP handles 
the re-establishing of application flows. Then, 
new transactions set-up and restricted calls res-
toring may be associated. . 

Preventive Methods 

Some causes of congesti on may be el imi nated by 
using different techniques of end-to-end flow 
control which limit the traffic offered to the 
network. 

• The throughput between two terminating 
nodes may be regulated by the use of window 
mechanisms. It avoids saturating the receiver 
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when negotiating the window size. It is also 
possible to limit temporarily the window size 
allowed for a source when a restriction request 
has been asked towards a desti nati on node. Thi s 
mechanism should be managed by the seep. 

• The seep all ows the consul ti ng of network 
management data bases before establishing a 
virtual circuit. If the number of possible large 
bandwidth flows is small, a table containing each 
existing ve may be stored, at one central node or 
at several nodes (these tables being updated in a 
distributed manner). Then a ve connection is 
accepted if its routing is theoretically possible 
according to the previous routing of the existing 
ves. The request is rejected if the calculated 
load of a link is greater than a fixed maximum 
value. 

• A last mechani srn woul d be to control the 
traffic between sets of nodes (defined in accor
dance with the network structure) using a credit 
mechanism. When a ve connection is requested, the 
SCCP consults the local data base of its set. A 
token towards the destination node's set is given 
by the database if there exists some left between 
the termi nati ng sets. Tokens are gi ven back at 
the end of connections. This method does not 
require network load evaluation, and as tokens 
are locally assigned, global information is not 
needed. 

The last methods control virtual circuit connec
ti ons accordi ng to an estimati on of the load on 
network elements. 
If there are no serious failure combinations in 
the network, it is expected that rerouting pro
cedures should be efficient enough to recover 
from congestion. 

Congestion information should be used by the flow 
control mechanisms. For instance, the receipt of 
a restriction demand may interact with the window 
mechanism provided by a class of service. The 
origin node will decrease its window size towards 
the concerned desti nati on, and hence reduce its 
throughput. On the other hand the management of 
tokens towards the congested destination's set 
allows a fast traffic restriction after a TR 
receipt, and a gradual restoration upon receipt 
of a transfer-allowed message. 

When designing the flow and access control proce
dures, the mai n el ements which must be exami ned 
are the number of steps before a total restric
tion of traffic towards a destination, and the 
duration of unavailability for an application, 
depending on the choice of its priority and class 
of service. The first element characterizes the 
rapidity to quench the congestion. The second 
one allows to link the application requirements 
with the network grade of service specifications. 

5. SIMULATION METHOD 

As the rout; n9 may depend on the state of the 
network, analytical models using product form are 
not re 1 evant. Because we are concerned wi th the 
behaviour of the congestion control on large net
works, simulations on a message event basis are 
not realistic. The analysis method we have then 

used, is based upon simulations in which the 
events are the changes in the status of linksets 
or counters, and where the transitions times and 
probabilities have been calculated by solving 
exact queueing models [2], [3]. 
The occurence of a congestion detection on a link 
depends on the elementary variations of its queue 
length. The modelling of the link behaviour pro
vi des a mean to reduce thi s phenomenon to the 
quantities of interest: the distribution of de
tection occurence times, the mean message loss. A 
congestion detection will result in a change in 
route statuses. As the routing of traffic depends 
only on the route statuses, the simul ati on con
sists in modifying the loads offered to the links 
and in generating the overloads and underloads 
which resul t. 

Mean and vari ance of detecti on times, and mean 
message loss on a link are obtained with a Pois
son arrival and exponentially distributed emis
sion times hypotheses. Load fluctuations may 
create an overload or an underload. To determine 
the nature of the next detection both delays are 
drawn. Because of the detection mechanism adjust-

' ment, a given load will fall in a range leading 
quickly to overload or to underload, or in a 
stable range where both eventualities are highly 
unprobable. Either both delays are very long or 
they differ greatly in magnitude. Then the choice 
of the event with the shortest delay seems 
reasonable. 
Modifi cati on of route statuses can be achi eved 
after a fixed or random delay, which may take 
into account congestion information transfer. 

Thi s simul ati on method cou1 d. mask . some phenomena 
whi ch are due to instantaneous queue 1 ength va
lues as the correlation of lengths of queues on 
adjacent links, or the transient behaviour on a 
queue when changing the offered load. Their con
sequences are limited because there are many 
flows on a link and routing is diversified, and 
because the congesti on control procedure reacts 
to average traffic. 

6. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Simu1ations of control procedures are carried out 
on a testbed network which is a forecast bf the 
French North-East signalling network. This net
work is composed of 10 STPs and about 250 SPs 
which constitute 14 clusters (see Fig.3). This 
structure has been determi ned by the use of a 
Q1anning software optimizing network availability 
[4]. The network is representative of most confi
gurati ons which can be found when the constitu
tion of clusters depends on traffic affinities. 

The traffic offered to signalling networks is 
divided in two parts: 

a message-oriented traffic, where the 
messages are isolated or are not strongly time
correlated when they are related to the same 
connection. This traffic represents the signal
ling traffic (which is the major part of the 
overall traffic), and the traffic of some new 
services and O&M functions. 

- a packet-oriented traffic, where the infor
mation is segmented in packets which are sent at 
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correlated instants. It consists in large band
wi dth consumi ng flows of data for O&M use, as 
collect of statistics, remote loading and file 
transfers. But this traffic should be scarce. 

C STP 
x Y 

V clust.r(x,y) 
n.num~r of 

n SPs in th. 
clust.r 

Figure 3 - French North-East Signalling 
Network Topology -

The network is assumed to be di mens i oned for the 
basic signalling application, which is a realis
tic hypothesis for many years. Then, if only no
minal traffic forecasts are considered, even in 
multiple failure configurations, the contro" 
procedures have a very low probability to act. 
Consequently very critical traffic assumptions 
are made in order to test the behaviour of the 
control mechanisms. 

The traffic scenarios we consider are the fol
lowing : 

• the traffi c flows are di stri buted as the 
signalling traffic is (according to a gravitary 
mode 1 ). Each SP generates a load per 1 i nk whi ch 
is randomly drawn, according to a given mean load 
entering the network. The traffic may be i11-
ba 1 anced on the 1 inks outgoi ng a SP. The average 
load P on a link outgoing a SP is uniformly 
increased in order to create ' congestions and 
defines the scenarios A.1-A.3, conducting to a 
general overload. 

• Fail ures on network e1 ements are added to 
the traffic conditions A.I. Some worst cases of 
complete 1inkset failures and multiple failures 
define the scenarios B.1-B.3. 

• Some large bandwidth flows are added to the 
basic scenario A.1. They converge towards a given 
destination in scenario C. They are calculated in 
order to create inter-STPs congestion in scena
ri os D. 

The network dimensioning uses a maximum load per 
link of 0.2, but results in a network with an 
average load p = 0.01 for signalling traffic. 

The basic scenario is 
- A.1, where P =0.3 with even load sharing on 

the links. 
The other scenarios differ as follows: 

- A.2 : uneven load sharing (10%-90%); 
- A.3 : P =0.4; 
- B.1 : failures on the 1inksets Lille-Nancy 

and Dijon to a SP in the (Dijon,Nancy) cluster; 
- B.2 : failures on the 1inksets Lille-Nancy, 

Li11e-Dijon and Li11e-Strasbourg; 
- B.3 : failure of the node Reims; 

In B.1-B.3 scenarios failures occur at the 
beginning of the simulation. In B.1 and B.2, 
repair is assumed after 2 hours, in B.3 after 4 
hours. 

- C: addition of 5 data flows of 0.15 E, 
towards a SP in cluster (Strasbourg,Besan~on); 

- D: addition of 20 data flows of O.lE in 
average, from the North part to the East part of 
the network over1 oadi ng 8 i nter-STP 1 i nksets and 
the 1inksets towards aSP. 

The main characteristics of the simulation are : 
- duration = 4 hours; 
- stable load range from Pmin=O.45 to Pmax=0.6; 
- 1inkset buffer size = 32 messages; 
- partitioning of flows according to the 

clusters, such as a set contains at most 10 SPs; 
- first restriction of a flow concerns 50% of 

its traffi c. 

The general grade of service parameters, along 
with the results of the different scenario confi
gurations are listed in Table 1. 

The global efficiency stays very high even in the 
worst confi gurati ons. It justifi es the use of 
rerouting procedures based on the network over
dimensioning and secure topology. 

• The rerouting actions are not very frequent 
(their number being measured during 4 hours), 
they are di stri buted and do not imply excessi ve 
route status modifications in a node. Apart the 
case of B.3, which is explained below, the maxi
mum number of rerouti ngs for a flow stays under 
4. This proves that missequencing risks due to 
the congestion control procedure are very low. 
Comparing the actions in A.2 with the ones in 
A.1, it can be seen that an uneven load shari ng, 
which causes greater overloads on some linksets, 
is quickly solved by the rerouting procedure. 
The values given in the configurations with 
fai 1 ures must be compared wi th the ones whi ch 
depend only on the fai 1 ure management procedure 
in Table 2. The rerouti ng procedure copes with 
the B.1 and B.2 failures, although they are 
severe. Regarding the B.3 values, they are due to 
an oscillation cycle which happens on the Amiens
Dijon linkset, as the congestion controls acts on 
a set of flows which exceeds the load gap between 
Pin and P • Then, acting on SPs whi ch share 
tWe failed"S~ Reims, restriction of these flows 
underloads the congested linkset, and permits a 
traffic restoration. This causes an oscillation 
detection, which spaces out the restriction and 
restoration actions, but must be solved better at 
the access control level. A relevant control 
should inhibit the traffic restoration as long as 
one STP of the Sp's cluster is out of order. 

To summarize, the rerouting procedures do not 
requi re heavy management as acti ons are spaced 
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Table 1- Global Performances of the Network -

Configurations 

QOS parameters A.1 A.2 A.3 B.1 B.2 B.3 C D DI 

efficiency (%) 100 100 99.84 100 100 98.10 99.86 99.74 99.76 

mean efficiency (%) - - 60.17 - - 56.41 75.83 62.50 59.03 
restricted total number 0 0 736 0 0 4414 133 407 8 

flows max nb. per node 0 0 18 0 0 65 1 14 1 

% of destinations 25.70 24.50 '67.07 44.58 61.85 91.57 26.10 52.61 56.27 
% of acting nodes 28.57 29.34 86.49 58.69 58.69 91.51 88.42 75.68 75.68 

rerouting 
actions mean nb. per node 11 11 32 42 78 122 5 30 28 

max nb. per node 50 21 81 159 238 507 50 188 178 
max nb. for a flow 2 1 3 3 4 47 3 4 4 

number of messages lost 0 10.98 4.41 0.8i 2.05 107.9 13.14 14.47 20.36 
loss probability (per 10 Y mess. ) 0.00 4.18 -1.16 0.30 0.66 56.4 5.73 4.70 7.6 

overhead (per 10 6 mess.) 0.24 0.28 3.13 3.81 5.26 23.75 0.49 2.13 2.18 

(Results for B-configurations take into account the failure management procedure) 

Table 2 - Rerouting Actions Due to Failures -

B.1 B.2 B.3 

% of destinations 26.51 42.97 91.57 
% of acting nodes 0.77 30.50 20.46 

mean nb. per node 66 52 172 
max nb. per node 130 187 212 
max nb. for a flow 1 1 1 

and do not involve complex algorithms. The 
overhead due to control messages is very small as 
most of the actions are undertaken locally. The 
message loss is negligible, even with a maximum 
queue length of 32 (the standard value being 
128), and moreover it respects the grade of ser
vice requirements of 10-7 • 

Next, congestion evolution on the inter-STP net
work is displayed on Fig.4. 
Two configurations were ' chosen, one with a strong 
generalized overload (A.3, see Fig.4-a), and the 
other with severe failures (B.2, see Fig.4-b). 
A 1 though we are cons i deri ng extreme cases, the 
bigger proportion of the inter-STP 1inksets are 
in the least loaded part, and only a few linksets 
are highly loaded (p ~0.6). 
We can see that the number of overloaded linksets 
decreases along with time, and stabilizes (it 
means that p is very close to p a for these 
1 inksets, and then the congestion ~etection mean 
time is about 6 hours, and would occur after the 
end of the simulation). 
In B.2 configuration, the failures happen at the 
beginning of the simulation,and last two hours; 
at this time only 2 linksets exceed Pmax. Just 
a fter the recovery, the overloads vani sli'. In A.3 
configuration, only 4 linksets are loaded a 
little above 0.6. 
Decreases of the number of highly loaded linksets 
cause simul taneous decreases of the least loaded 
portion of the network. Traffic on the least 
loaded linksets has increased, and subsequently, 
some of these 1 i nksets enter the medi um loaded 
part. Overloads are then reduced and oscillations 

are avoided since congested linksets enter the 
medium loaded part. Their traffic is in the sta
ble load range, and thus a diverted traffic will 
not be changed back. 
The rerouting control procedure balances the 
traffic over the linksets and improves the net
work utilization. 

• The restri cti on procedure which is simul a
ted ,is the simplest mechanism making use of the 
congestion control message receipt. A TR receipt 
cuts off the lowest priority traffic which is 
restored upon a TA receipt. Restrictions act on 

·50% of the traffic representing the packet-orien
ted traffic. 
This basic procedure allows a fast restriction 
since the efficiency is close to 50% for most of 
the restricted flows. A small proportion of flows 
are restricted, and the global efficiency is 
still high. We may conclude that the congestion 
control procedure selects flows involved in the 
congestion. 
In scenario A.3, representing a general overload, 
the spreading of the congestion causes many 
reroutings, but congestion is quenched by only 
restricting the flows between two clusters. 
In scenario B.3 reroutings and restrictions allow 
to carry about 60% of the traffic which was 
handled by the failed STP. 
In scenario C, where overloads focus towards a 
given destination, restrictions concern only 
flows towards this destination, and less than 30% 
of reroutings are added to the basic scenario 
A.1. 
In scena ri 0 D, several flows towa rds the over
loaded destination, including the added data 
flows, are restri cted. But, as the rest of the 
overload is distributed, restriction spreads over 
a large number of flows, representing the set of 
flows between two clusters. 
The choi ce of a uniform restri cti on rate of 50% 
shows how the congestion control procedure ' 
behaves when a flow restri cti on depends only on 
its size, and not on class priorities. In fact, 
most of the traffic ' outgoing a SP is the basic, 
high-priority signalling traffic since only some 
SPs can receive or generate large bandwidth 

2.1B-3-6 
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Figure 4 - Evolution of the Load Distribution 
on the Inter-STP Network. 

traffic, and only few are assumed working at the 
same time. Therefore a variant 0 1 of scenario 0 
was considered, where only the additional data 
flows can be restricted, the restriction rate 
s ti 11 bei ng 50%. It can be seen that only the 
flows towards the overloaded SP are restri cted 
and that it is sufficient to alleviate the con
gestion. But as more time is needed to reach 
efficiently the sources, more messages are lost. 
On the other hand, the number of reroutings is 
very similar and then congestion does not spread. 
It can then be expected that the use of class of 
priorities should decrease the number of restric
ted flows without major drawbacks. The assignme nt 
of a lowest priority to the bigger and unpredic
table flows seems the best solution, they will be 
restricted first when a congestion occurs. 
Partitioning the traffic in many classes of prio
rities may not be necessary as long as applica
tions involving very high and peaked traffic, and 
requiring different grades of service are not 
introduced. 

In conc·lusion, the congestion control procedure 
solves most of the congestion problems by using 
only its rerouting capabilities. It provides 
sufficient means to restrict efficiently the 
traffic when it is needed. However priority 
classes and preventive flow and access control 
procedures shoul d ensure grade of servi ce requi
rements of future applications. They depend on 
the admi ni strati on deci si ons concerni ng the use 
of signalling networks. 

7. CONCLUSION 

The presented -study proves the effi c i ency of the 
proposed congestion and network access control 
methods for Signalling networks. The analyses of 
the effects of the control mechanisms on the 
network quality of service are helpful to design 
and to enhance the control procedures at the 
different steps of the network growth and of the 
integration of additional services. It allows to 
1 ink the servi ce requi rements wi th the network 
performances and to defi ne the upper 1 eve 1 con
trol according to each application needs. A ge
neral interest of this paper is to provide a 
method of performance ana lys is of control proce
dures which may be very useful to the designers 
of large packet-switched networks. 
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